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Stories of ChangeSnapshots

Learning transfer into workplace practices  challenging discrimination and stereotyping   new skills as 

a facilitator and trainer   new methodologies   new materials around faith and belief momentum   on-going commitment   interfaith dialogue   wonderful new ideas   

immerse myself in the lives of the others   human rights as a common basis   positive view of diversity   european experience   added value   huge insights   more aware 

of religious diversity   people’s thinking, attitude, daily routine   look beyond, question and seek explanation for people’s behaviour   opened up my mind   religious diversity 

and anti-discrimination training   more sensitive   more cautious around stereotyping any type of religion Educational multiplication 
individual identity   spirituality and religion  a large impact   more confident   being passionate    the heart of many social debates in Europe   reflection, introspection, 

awareness, questioning, the fight against prejudice and learn not  only with our head but with our emotions   confronting tough questions   question the subjects that I 

had never questioned before   capture the uniqueness of each religion   greater sensitivity and empathy for people   reflection and dialogue with people of diverse faiths 

and cultures   Multi-level change & action confidence to share knowledge put into perspective my own prejudices   raising 

awareness through education, discussion and debate, with respect   a transformative experience   understand and accept others   acknowledging our shared humanity 

is key to any religious or humanist tradition   new lines of solidarity   beautiful experience of sudden and strong solidarity among people from very different backgrounds    

everyone can learn from everyone, and even young people have a lot to teach, if they are taken serious   challenging situations   enriched personally and professionally   

openness towards both oneself and others   respecting difference   Community initiatives releasing a potential for creative co-operation
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“Our shared humanity is key to any religious or humanist 
tradition”

“Sharing of similar experiences of people with very
different backgrounds can create new lines of solidarity”
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“Looking through the lens of religious differences can help 
us to see as others see their world. It is also a method for
building peace in our time”
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“This training has significantly changed my view on the 
bridges and gateways that can be constructed to reduce
stereotypes and prejudice between communities”
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Personal encounters in learning we no longer have that distance between us   new sense of understanding   spiritual 

diversity versus non-religious or non-spiritual diversity   shaped our sense of who we are   new friendships based on a deep respect for our relative positions   I would never 

see the things the same way   raised awareness in me of the diversity of humanity   opportunity to reflect, gain insight, get to know yourself and your community and 

at the same time make a difference   switch perspectives and experience   a valuable opportunity   new knowledge, training and partnership with people   inter-religious 

tolerance, inter-cultural living and where exchange of ideas takes place in a free atmosphere   disciplined staff as well as good comradeship   be an informed educator  

increasing self-awareness, better understanding diversities   Broadening understanding taking responsibilities for overcoming all 

forms of discrimination   meet people in all their diversity   intense discussions   the right conditions to discuss and to find serene and negotiated compromises   more aware   

look beyond, question and seek explanation   how individuals from all walks of life integrate the learning from Religious Diversity and Anti-Discrimination  training into their 

personal, professional and communal lives new friendships based on a deep respect for our relative positions   I would never see the things the same way   raised awareness 

in me of the diversity of humanity   opportunity to reflect, gain insight, get to know yourself and your community and at the same time make a difference   switch perspectives 

and experience   More awareness, sensitivity and tolerance understanding  a 

valuable opportunity   new knowledge, training and partnership with people   inter-religious tolerance, inter-cultural living and where exchange of ideas takes place 

in a free atmosphere we no longer have that distance between us   new sense of understanding   spiritual diversity versus non-religious or non-spiritual diversity
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